Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee
www.MaxespressoCoffee.com
info@maxespressocoffee.com
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The Maxespresso coffee

Qualitá

One of the secrets of our delicious taste is in the
selection of coffee beans. At Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, we have carefully studied and selected the most exquisite species on the planet, and
although it has not been easy, we’ve chosen the
best: Arabica and Robusta.

Arabica coffee has a delicate aroma, and
its flavour sums up the richness of the
highland soil, giving a soft touch to the
palate.

The Robusta species comes to give
us character. Its grains with greater
concentration of caffeine create a
greater body and an intense touch that
activates the flavour of the mixture.
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This balanced fusion, made 100% in Italy, makes us very proud and
motivates us to continue to deliver our gourmet coffee, as a flavour
experience to the most sophisticated tastes.
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Conservazione

With the same love and dedication that we make our products, we
also keep them, protecting them hermetically from the sunlight.
Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee uses the most advanced and modern
packaging systems to preserve the quality of coffee, which
maintains all its properties, making the consumer deserve a unique
quality experience, enjoying our products that keep the entire
aroma and flavour they had before leaving our motherhouse in Italy.
We want all the properties of this wonderful coffee to remain intact
when it reaches your hands, and that you feel the same quality,
aroma and freshness that we enjoy during tutta nostra giornatta.

Commitment
The Earth

We provide 100% recyclable
packaging and capsules.

The Health
Maxespresso do not uses ingredients derived
from genetically modified organisms (GMOs).

Taste

We toast coffee with dedicated machines and
without any manipulation of the product to
create our Gourmet Coffee.
All our products meet the quality standards
of the European community.

®

Made in Italy
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®

MAXESPRESSO Gourmet Coffee is produced in Italy
following the highest European quality standards.
That is why our products have the best quality,
because raise the tradition of italian coffee
to the high level of gourmet experience.

Maxespresso Flavors
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Sit quietly and sip a small cup of this wonderful coffee, is an Italian tradition that
we want to take to the whole world.
Its delicious aroma, soft and balanced taste, make it the most popular product
of the brand. Each drink brings us back to that wonderful feeling of having an
espresso in Piazza San Marco.
Available in: Maxespresso Capsule, Gusto Italiano, Cartridge, Italian Cialda, Ground
Coffee, Coffee Beans and Instant Coffee.

Maxespresso Flavors
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Some people have enjoyed this delicious coffee not knowing that it has less than
0.1% caffeine, because its flavor and aroma keep the same body of Maxespresso
Gourmet Coffee even after the decaffeination process.
This makes it the ideal drink for those who love coffee without the effects of
caffeine, and enjoy feeling its flavor at any time of day, even at night.
Available in: Maxespreso Capsule, Gusto Italiano, Cartridge, Italian Cialda and
Ground Coffee.

Maxespresso Flavors
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Waking up with a delicious aroma, taking a drink and receiving that dose of energy,
accompanied by an intense flavour that remains sparkling on the palate, is the
experience that brings this versatile coffee that can also be mixed with milk in
cappuccinos and lattes.
It is one of our celebrated coffees, of greater sale and acceptance in the customers
for its creamy and rich flavour, making it the best option for those who want the
flavour of coffee as a delicious buddy during the day.
Available in: Maxespresso Capsule, Gusto italiano, Italian Cialda, Cartridge, Ground
Coffee and Coffee Beans.

Maxespresso Flavors
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Some people wake up wishing to live more intense experiences and in that
invigorating quest there is nothing like Forte of the Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee
family.
Being the coffee with the highest concentration of Robusta Grains, it retains a
dense body and flavour note with stronger character.
It is tasted in small cups (40 ml) or even very small. (20 ml) with the greatest piacere.
Available in: Maxespresso Capsule, Gusto Italiano, Italian Cialda and Cartridge.

Maxespresso Flavors
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To start the day with a balanced coffee, with silky body and aromatic tones, that in
addition to character express softness, the appropriate choice is Lungo, a variety of
Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee.
This blend was made thinking of those palates who do not want to compromise
the taste of their coffee, and without having the same strengh of espresso comes
to summarize in a cup the perfect balance between flavor and softness.
Available in: Maxespresso Capsule and Maxespresso Gusto Italiano.

Maxespresso Flavors
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Elaborated 100% with Arabica coffee, the most expensive coffee species in
the world, this distinguished product seeks to provide a delicate, smooth and
completely stylized experience.
It is part of the most premium line of Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, created for the
select group of people who do not skimp on the value of their gourmet experience
when it comes to coffee.
Available in: Maxespresso Capsule, Gusto Italiano, Italian Cialda, Cartridge, Ground
Coffee and Coffee Beans.

Maxespresso Coffee Pods
The capsules have revolutionized the history of coffee and in Maexpresso Gourmet
Coffee we have taken that flavour revolution as a badge that has made us to
masterfully perfect our product.
The method to achieve this perfect taste is not taken lightly. Our coffee masters
have meticulously explored how to include the exact portion of our coffee, roasted,
freshly ground and compact, into a small capsule to prepare immediately.
Our capsules have the latest technology to preserve the essential properties of
freshly ground coffee for up to 18 months. This allows us to bring fresh, aromatic
and delicious coffee to your hands with our Maxespresso Coffee Machines, bringing
your favourite coffee shop’s flavour and quality.
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The Maxespresso Capsule

The Maxespresso Cartridge

Maxespresso Gusto Italiano Maxespresso Italian Cialda
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Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee
Capsules Nespresso®* Compatible

10

units

The capsules have revolutionized the history of coffee and in
Maexpresso Gourmet Coffee we have taken that flavour revolution as a badge
that has made us to masterfully perfect our product.
The method to achieve this perfect taste is not taken lightly. Our coffee masters
have meticulously explored how to include the exact portion of our coffee,
roasted, freshly ground and compact, into a small capsule to prepare immediately.
Our capsules have the latest technology to preserve the essential properties of
freshly ground coffee for up to 18 months. This allows us to bring fresh, aromatic
and delicious coffee to your hands with our Maxespresso Classic and Deluxe
Machines, bringing your favourite coffee shop’s flavour and quality.
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Available in 10 unit boxes
* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.
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Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee
Capsules Nespresso®* Compatible
Compatibility

Each Maxespresso capsule is designed
to be used in the Classic and Deluxe
Maxespresso machines, and also in all the
machines compatible with Nespresso®*.

Specifications

Diameter: 35 mm (1.8 in)
Heigh: 28 mm (1.1 in)
Content: 5 g (0.18 oz) of the most exquisite
ground coffee.

Available varieties

Classico, Decaffeinato, Forte, Intenso,
Lungo, Vellutato.
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* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.
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Maxespresso Tea Capsules
Maxespresso® y Nespresso®* compatible capsules

Green Tea

White Tea

English Breakfast Tea

Chamomile Tea
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Available in 10 unit boxes
* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.
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Available varieties

20 g (0.70 oz)
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Content

Green Tea, White Tea, English Breakfast
Tea and Chamomile Tea.
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Maxespresso Gusto Italiano
Dolce Gusto®* compatible

10

units

How much do you like diversity?
Enjoy a different elite coffee everyday.
Besides the Maxespresso star espresso varieties,
Maxespresso Gusto Italiano Capsules offer a
selection of creamy and delicious drinks such as
Cappuccino, Latte Macchiato, Caffelatte and Cioccolata.
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Available in 10 unit boxes
* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.
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Compatibility
Specifications
Available varieties

Domestic use Nescafé®* Dolce Gusto®* machines
Oblo, Jovia, Piccolo, Circolo, Melody, Mini me and
Genio.
Diameter: 54 mm
Height: 38 mm
Content: Weight depends on presentation.
Classico, Decaffeinato, Forte, Intenso, Lungo,
Vellutato, Latte Macchiato, Cappuccino, Caffelatte
and Cioccolata.
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* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.
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Maxespresso Cartridges
Lavazza Point®* compatibles
50

units

Getting the most delicious coffee, with the same quality and taste of the coffee
prepared in a professional machine, is the main objective of our special Maxespresso
Gourmet Coffee cartridges.
It all begins with a delicate toasting and grinding process, raising the taste of our
selection of grains, and allowing it to be compressed into cartridges that allow the
coffee to change shape, but keep its flavour intact when preparing it.
All the properties of Maxexpresso Gourmet Coffee are kept intact to extract the
deeper flavours that come in each cartridge, offering the possibility to enjoy from
a perfect espresso, to a delicious cappuccino.
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Available in 50 unit boxes
* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.
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Compatibility
Specifications

Available varieties

The Maxespresso cartridge are compatible with
Lavazza Espresso Point®* machines.
Diameter: 40 mm (1.6 in)
Height: 20 mm (0.8 in)
Content: 7g (0.24 oz) of the most exquisite ground
coffee.
Classico, Decaffeinato, Forte, Intenso, Vellutato.
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* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.
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Maxespresso Italian Cialda

18

units

Preparing the perfect espresso is part of a tradition that we have fulfilled in Italy
for years, that perfection is not achieved by chance, but by commitment to people
and quality.
With this commitment, Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee brings you the Cialda
Italiana, a new ESE (Easy Serving Espresso) capsule that allows you to compress
the perfect dose of ground coffee, in a paper filter, to prepare a perfect espresso
without No possibility of failure.
A portion of coffee accompanies the pleasure of your days.
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Available in 18 unit boxes
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Compatibility

Illy’s©* E.S.E machines and almost any conventional
home espresso machine (those not made for
capsules).

Specifications

Diameter: 45 mm (1.8 in) de diámetro
Content: 7,2 g (0.25 oz) of the most exquisite
ground coffee.

Available varieties

Classico, Decaffeinato, Forte, Intenso, Vellutato.
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* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.
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Maxespresso Coffee Beans
3000g

1000g
500g

Available varieties

Classico, Intenso and Vellutato.
During our selection process, we study the most exquisite grains in the world and
we invite you to enjoy them in the most natural way.

Quality

Y

There are palates that are not satisfied with imagining where that wonderful
flavour comes from, and looking for this delight, they find our distinguished
selection of Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee in grains, the purest form of coffee.
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Each grain is a small experience full of pleasure.
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Presentation
The Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee
is hermetically sealed in 500 g
and 1 kg packs. For coffee stores
and restaurants, in 3 kg cans.

Available varieties
Maxespresso Classico
Maxespresso Intenso
Maxespresso Vellutato

Maxespresso Ground Coffee

500g
250g

Available varieties
Classico, Decaffeinato, Intenso, Vellutato, Bio.
Our select grains are caressed in the milling until reaching a fine consistency
suitable to deliver it from the packaging to your home.

Quality
Behind a cup of coffee there is a story. The next time you open a Maxespresso
Gourmet Coffee ground coffee pack, try to feel the coffee bean’s aroma gently
roasting to go to the grinding and vacuum packing, while they retain all of their
properties.
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Every time you taste a cup, you have in your mouth a tribute to the
pursuit of perfection in taste.
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Presentation
Hermetically vacuum packed in
500 g and 250 g packages.

Available varieties
Maxespresso Ground Coffee:
Classico, Decaffeinato, Intenso,
Vellutato and Bio.

Maxespresso Gourmet Soluble Coffee

100g

Available varieties
Classico.
A presentation that concentrates the whole tradition of coffee in a few tablespoons
that will make you seize your time without sacrificing the flavour of your
Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee.
Hermetically packaged in 100 g bottles.

Quality
Y

Routine has made us forget those little tastes that we reach only with the necessary
time. Soluble coffee Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee comes to give us that
E IN ITAL
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delight that does not rob us of time, but gives us pleasure just by stirring.
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Enjoy the taste of coffee, everyday

Ground Coffee and Coffee Beans
®
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Maxespresso
Coffee Machines

Milano

Metallo

Gusto Italiano

Classic

Deluxe

Professional

®

Milano
Beauty concentrated in a small size. New model,
more comfortable, more practical and lighter.
Ideal for enjoying the pleasure of an espresso in the
privacy of your home, or in the office. Meeting the
requirements of the most demanding people and
the taste that sets us apart.

Advantages

MAXESPRESSO

CAPSULES

Constant pressure pump of 20 bars,
that offers a rich and aromatic espresso.
Coffee temperature sensor.
Programmed and automatic control of the
amount of desired coffee.
Energy saving mode: the machine turns off
after 10 minutes of inactivity.
Automatic ejection of the used capsules.
Removable anti-drip tray.

Specifications
Dimensions: 26,5 cm x 11 cm x 36,5 cm
Water container capacity: 0,8 lt

Compatibility

Maxespresso Milano is designed to work
with our Maxespresso Capsules, but also
works with all the capsules compatible
with Nespresso®*.

* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.

®

Metallo

Espresso coffee from the hand of Maxespresso Metallo, with unsurpassed
standards of style and finish.
Perfect to taste a rich and aromatic espresso coffee in company. This machine
designed in stainless steel is semi-professional, high-end and with impeccable
aesthetics. It also has the system of automatic expulsion of used capsules.

Advantages

MAXESPRESSO

CAPSULES

Constant pressure pump of 20 bars,
that offers a rich and aromatic espresso.
Coffee temperature sensor.
Programmed and automatic control of the
amount of desired coffee.
Energy saving mode: the machine turns off
after 10 minutes of inactivity.
Automatic ejection of the used capsules.
Removable anti-drip tray.

Specifications
Dimensions: 26 cm x 16 cm x 30 cm
Water container capacity: 1,2 lt

Compatibility

Maxespresso Metallo is designed to work
with our Maxespresso Capsules, but also
works with all the capsules compatible
with Nespresso®*.

* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.

®

Gusto Italiano

Our Maxespresso Gusto Italiano capsules need this ally to make you taste all
their variety of flavours, in the most practical and delicious way.
For lovers of espresso and coffee with milk in seconds, our milk and coffee
capsules are the perfect combination of flavour and speed.

Advantages

GUSTO ITALIANO

MAXESPRESSO

High pressure pump.
0.8 ml tank and water. Height adjustable tray.
Automatic control of desired coffee quantity
(small and large cup) Power saving mode: The
machine shuts off after 10 minutes of inactivity.
Central tray for capsule with extraction of the
content of the capsule direct to the cup.
This allows extraction without contamination.

Specifications
Height: 31 cm
Width: 12.5 cm.
Depth: 26.5 cm.
Water tank capacity: 0.8 liter.

Compatibility
The

Maxespresso

Gusto

Italiano

is

designed to work with our Maxespresso
Gusto Italiano Capsules, but also works
with all the capsules compatible with Dolce
Gusto®*.

®

Classic

The most express espresso you can find.
The exquisite flavour of your coffee now goes along with you in your home or
office in the fastest and most comfortable way, with a perfectly completed flavour.
It has a spectacular design and variety of colours protected in a packaging to keep
it safe and perfect to decorate with the best flavour your home, office or shops.

Advantages

MAXESPRESSO

CAPSULES

Constant pressure pump of 20 bars,
that offers a rich and aromatic espresso.
Coffee temperature sensor.
Programmed and automatic control of the
amount of desired coffee.
Energy saving mode: the machine turns off
after 10 minutes of inactivity.
Automatic ejection of the used capsules.
Removable anti-drip tray.

Specifications
Dimensions: 26 cm x 16,2 cm x 30,5 cm
Water container capacity: 1 lt
Weight of the machine: 1,3 kg

Compatibility

Maxespresso Classic is designed to work
with our Maxespresso Capsules, but also
works with all the capsules compatible
with Nespresso®*.

* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.

®

Deluxe

How would you like to have a full-time barista?
Now you can have it.
Maxespresso Deluxe comes to be the evolution of our Classic machine,
integrating a tray with the Maxespresso Creamer, creating in just 30 seconds a
delicious foam ideal for lovers of espresso and its derivations with milk.
Do not limit yourself to traditional coffee and try infinity of recipes with this
machine designed for those who do not stop living gourmet experiences.

The ultimate coffee experience
at your fingertips
Specifications
Dimensions: 330x310x290mm
Total Weight: Maximum 7 kg
Maximum capacity of the water container: 1 lt
Maximum capacity of the milk container: 250 mlt

Compatibility

Maxespresso Deluxe is thought to work
with our Maxespresso Capsules, but it also works
with all the capsules compatible with Nespresso®*.

* The brand does not belong to Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee, L.L.C. or its affiliated companies.

®

Professional

For those who are not satisfied with tasting the coffee, but looking to share that
experience with the world, we have our multi-capsule commercial machine.
It is a strong and resistant equipment, for such a constant use that allows us
to take our great experience to all coffee lovers, with the highest quality and
freshness in a capsule.
Its dual system with built-in vaporizer makes you enjoy all the variety of coffees
and Maxespresso flavours.

Specifications

MAXESPRESSO

CAPSULES

GUSTO ITALIANO

MAXESPRESSO

Advantages
Two different capsule system for two
cups at the same time.
Digital screen for temperature and
ﬂow control.
Out of water alarm.
Self automatic cleansing.
Power safe mode.
Cup warm up.
Removable reservoir with plumbed
in tube.
Safe mode with each individual system.

Height: 43 cm.
Width: 54 cm.
Depth: 48 cm.
Container capacity
of water: 3 liters

®

Creamer

Some mixes are inseparable, and thinking about the perfect combination for your
coffee, we present our milk beater.
The thickest and most delicious cream is completed by this machine in seconds,
which heats the milk to a perfect temperature to combine it with your freshly
made Maxespresso and bring a new level of pleasure to coffee lovers.

Advantages
Milk vaporizer with double function:
heat up or skim in only 90 seconds.
Allows vaporizing cold milk
Detachable container to enable cleaning.
Slip-resistant silicone base.
Automatic shutdown.
The Maxespresso Creamer warms milk at
a maximum temperature of 70º in order to
not wait much before your ﬁrst sip of coffee.

Specifications
Maximum capacity: 125 ml
Max vaporization time: 80 – 90 seconds
Max heat-up time: 130 – 140 seconds

Maxespresso
Accessories

Double Wall Coffee Glasses

Maxespresso Tableware

Double Wall
Coffee Glasses

Heat resistant | double wall of glass | Cold touch
Modern design | Transparent
Blown borosilicate glass
Safe for use in microwave and dishwasher machine

Available capacities:
100 ml 3.4fl. oz and
230 ml 7.77fl. oz

Available capacities:
80 ml 2.70fl. oz and
200 ml 6.76fl. oz

Available capacity:
300 ml 10.1 fl. oz.

Available capacity:
370 ml. 12.5 fl. oz.

Double Wall
Coffee Cups

Available in two sizes: Espresso and Lungo
Heat resistant | Cold touch | Modern design

Available capacities:
60 ml 2.02 fl. oz and
210 ml 7.1 fl. oz

Maxespresso Tableware
Available capacities:
75 ml 3.4fl. oz and
200 ml 7.77fl. oz

Maxespresso Porcelain Milk Jug.
Available in two colors:
black and white.

Maxespresso Porcelain Sugar Bowl.
Available in two colors:
black and white.

Maxespresso Porcelain Napkin Holder.
Available in two colors:
black and white.

Maxespresso Capsule Holders
Maxespresso Coffee
Pod Dispenser
Chrome plated dispenser. Holds up to 44 pods of
Maxespresso Capsules. Hand washable.

Maxespresso Gusto Italiano
Coffee Pod Dispenser
Chrome plated dispenser. Holds up to 44 pods of
Maxespresso Gusto Italiano. Hand washable.

Giant Cup Coffee
Capsule Holder
Holds up to 50 coffee pods of any kind
Durable and easy to clean | Porcelain

Maxespresso Coffee tasting
How to make Gourmet Coffee drinks
Coffee offers an infinite range of sensorial experiences.
Use the functions of your Maxespresso Creamer to drink a coffe
as delicious and diverse as in your favorite coffee shop.

Macchia

Milk

Coffee

Coffee

Water
Coffee

Espresso

Coffee

Ristretto

Coffee

Americano

Cream

Milk
Coffee

Cream

Milk

Coffee
Condensed Milk

Macchiato

Foam

Tear or Cloud Espresso Panna

Coffee

Breve

Coffee

Caramel
Macchiato

Milk
Amaretto
Coffee

Caffe Amaretto
Crushed Ice

Crushed Ice

Cream

Foam

Coffee

Cream

Irish

Coffee
Coffee

Latte

Cloves

Chocolate
Coffee

Moccha
Brown Sugar

Foam

Milk
Whisky

Bombom

Cream

Milk
Caramel

Coffee

Coffee with milk

Milk

Latte Machiatto

Vodka
Coffee

Russian

Cloves

Vanilla

Cream
Rum
Coffee

Oriental

Coffee

Caribbean

Latte Macchiato
Pour milk vaporized with
your Maxespresso Creamer
in a tall glass. Then, slightly
add the desired amount
of espresso coffee,
using the wall of
the glass. Delicious!

Caffe Latte

Cappuccino
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To a 1/3 of espresso add 2/3
of cream, frothed with your
Maxespresso Creamer and
top off with a pinch of cocoa
powder. Divine!

Make an incredible coffee
with the advantages of your
Maxespresso Creamer.
Add 2/3 of hot milk in
a 1/3 of espresso and enjoy.
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Where to find us

MaxespressoCoffee MaxespressoCoffee

MaxespressoGC

MaxespressoCoffee MaxespressoCoffee

MaxespressoGC

www.MAXESPRESSOCOFFEE.com
MAXESPRESSO GOURMET COFFEE, L.L.C.
601 Brickell Key Drive, Suite 700
Miami - Florida. Zip Code 33131
info@maxespressocoffee.com
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Maxespresso Gourmet Coffee
www.MaxespressoCoffee.com
info@maxespressocoffee.com
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